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ABSTRACT
Despite many attractive advantages, Null Convention Logic

(NCL) remains to be a niche largely due to its high imple-
mentation costs. Using emerging spintronic devices, this
paper proposes a Domain-Wall-Motion-based NCL circuit
design methodology that achieves approximately 30x and
8x improvements in energy efficiency and chip layout area,
respectively, over its equivalent CMOS design, while main-
taining similar delay performance for a 32-bit full adder.
These advantages are made possible mostly by exploiting
the domain wall motion physics to natively realize the hys-
teresis critically needed in NCL. More Interestingly, this de-
sign choice achieves ultra-high robustness by allowing spin-
tronic device parameters to vary within a predetermined
range while still achieving correct operations.

CCS Concepts
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logic applications; Spintronics and magnetic tech-

nologies;

Keywords
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1 Introduction
Delay-insensitive asynchronous circuit possesses many at-

tractive properties, such as low PVT device susceptibility,
high energy efficiency, high robustness, great module reusabil-
ity due to its clockless nature, and the much-coveted correct-
by-construction property, i.e., timing analysis is not required
for its correct operation [1]. Among many architectural vari-
ations of asynchronous circuits, NULL Convention Logic
(NCL) is one of the most promising candidates. In fact,
many prior studies, including real chip fabrications, have
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shown that NCL can be effectively designed and implemented
with standard-cell based methodology [9, 7, 10].

Unfortunately, NCL circuits have some notable shortcom-
ings despite many significant advantages. First, the correct
operation of a NCL circuit critically depends on the use of
hysteresis, which requires the support of complicated con-
trol mechanism. Second, its use of dual-rail logic signalling
based on 1-hot delay-insensitive code needs two wires per
bit in NCL, thus approximately doubling its transistor us-
age relative to traditional CMOS circuits. Finally, the NCL
circuit design is largely incompatible with the existing com-
mercial EDA tools. As a result, fewer people are trained in
this style compared to synchronous design.

Clearly, given its high hardware overhead, NCL is justi-
fiably hard to adopt without innovations in circuit design.
Fortunately, emerging spintronic device technology may of-
fer at least two precious opportunities to revive the NCL
circuit design.

• One essential requirement of NCL’s correct operation
is to keep delay insensitivity with hysteresis, which
is significantly expensive to implement with conven-
tional CMOS circuits. Interestingly, some emerging
spintronic-based devices naturally exhibits certain physics
property similar to the hysteresis in nature. Therefore,
it is quite plausible to devise innovative circuit design
to natively exploit these physics behavior without com-
plicated control mechanism.

• Spintronic devices, such as magnetic tunnel junctions
(MTJ’s), spin-valves, and domain-wall magnets (DWM),
use spin transfer torque, instead of charge, as the medium
of information processing, therefore offering not only
ultra-low critical current (e.g., ≤ 100 μ A at 65 nm),
simple switching scheme, and ultra-fast-speed, but also
many fascinating probabilistic-related physical proper-
ties. All these can potentially enable new NCL design
methodologies in order to circumvent the reliability is-
sues caused by the large device variations widely found
in spintronic devices.

In this paper we propose a new asynchronous NCL circuit
topology based on magnetic domain wall logic. Our major
contributions include:
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1. In conventional CMOS-based circuit design, compli-
cated and costly control modules have to be added in
order to support the hysteresis critically needed for
the correct NCL operations. In this study, we instead
exploit the inherent hysteresis switching property pos-
sessed by the domain-wall-motion devices. This sig-
nificantly reduces the circuit design complexity of our
spintronic-based NCL circuits.

2. Leveraging emerging device technology for high per-
formance, even for NCL circuit design, is not a new
idea. However, most existing studies focus on using
spintronic devices as high-performance switching de-
vices, therefore following almost identical circuit de-
sign methodologies as with CMOS. We instead deviate
from this common approach. As a result, the correct
operation of our spintronic-based NCL circuits only re-
quires the device parameters to be in a predetermined
range, thus being ultra-tolerant to the high spintronic
device variations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, Sec-
tion 5 introduces the basic concept and circuit design of
NCL. Next, Section 3 briefly describes the basic physics and
the operational physics of a DWM device. In particular, we
attempts to make a connection between the physics of spin-
tronic devices and the NCL mechanism. In Section 4 and
5, we present the implementation details of a typical THm,n

gate and a spintronic-based dual-rail NCL circuit, respec-
tively. Subsequently, Section 6 presents the performance
comparison results between our spintronic-based dual-rail
NCL circuit and its CMOS counterpart for a full adder with
variable bit width. Finally, we conclude our study in Sec-
tion 7.

2 NCL Concept and Circuit Design

Figure 1: NCL overall scheme: input wavefronts are con-
trolled by local handshaking and completion detection sig-
nals. (a) Traditional NCL pipeline. (b) Symbol and struc-
ture of threshold gate TH23. (c) Implementation of logic
function Z = X ⊕ Y . (d) Two-bit register and completion
detector [2].

NCL circuit typically consists of multiple stages, each of
which contains at least two registers, one at the input and
one at the output, and can be finely pipelined by inserting

additional registers. As shown in Figure. 1(a), two adjacent
register stages interact through their request and acknowl-
edge signals,Ki andKo, respectively. To prevent the current
DATA wavefront from overwriting the previous DATA wave-
front, these two DATA wavefronts are always separated by
a NULL wavefront. The acknowledge signals are combined
in the Completion Detection circuitry to produce the re-
quest signal(s) to the previous register stage, utilizing either
the full-word or bit-wise completion strategy. Specifically,
NCL circuit methodology exploits two core ideas, dual-rail
signaling and NULL signal propagation, to achieve delay-
insensitivity. In NCL, each dual-rail signal, D, transported
by two wires, (D0,D1), can assume one of three possible val-
ues, logic 0, logic 1, NULL state, encoded as (1,0), (0,1),
and (0,0), respectively. The unique Null state has special
meaning that the value of D is not yet available. Note that
D0 and D1 are mutually exclusive, such that both rails can
never be asserted simultaneously, therefore (1,1) is defined
as an illegal state.

NCL commonly uses threshold gates with hysteresis for
its basic circuit elements. The primitive type of threshold
gate is the THm,n gate with n inputs (1 ≤ m ≤ n), where at
least m of n inputs must be asserted before the output will
become asserted. The typical gate symbol denoting a TH23
is shown in Figure. 1(b). Threshold gates can be composted
to construct NCL combinational logic blocks, NCL registers,
and completion detectors. Figure. 1(c) illustrates the imple-
mentation of an NCL combinational logic block Z = X ⊕ Y
using threshold gates. Figure. 1(d) depicts the implementa-
tion of a 2-bit NCL register and a 2-bit completion detector
using threshold gates. Generally, the implementation of an
n-bit NCL register needs 2n TH22 gates, and the implemen-
tation of an n-bit completion detector requires n 2-input OR
(i.e., TH12) gates and an n-input C-element (i.e., THnn).
One important result in designing NCL circuits is that a set
of only 27 fundamental NCL gates can implement any logic
function with four or fewer variables, i.e., logically complete.

3 Spin-Hall-Effect Device Physics

(a)

(b) (c)
Figure 2: Schematic illustration of domain wall motion de-
vice. (a) Simplistic conceptual view. (b) and (c) More
realistic four-terminal DWM cell structure. PL: Pinning
layer. RL: Reference layer with fixed magnetization. FL:
Free layer.

The basic concept of the DW-motion device is that the
stored information is associated with the DW position in a
magnetic wire. As shown in Figure. 2(a), through control-
ling the position of the domain wall (DW), a current-induced
magnetic domain wall (DW)-motion device with a three-
or four-terminal structure can potentially enable interesting
memory and logic functions. Both ends of the magnetic wire
have their magnetization fixed in the antiparallel direction
relative to each other. The bidirectional current applied
into the wire drags the DW back and forth, thus switch-
ing the stored information. As such, many recent studies
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have explored to implement novel integrated circuits with
DWM devices, although mainly focused on Boolean-based
logic circuits and used DWM devices as high-performance
logic switches. For example, the DW motion depicted in
Figure. 2(a) has been proposed to replace high-speed work-
ing memories in integrated circuits such as static random
access memories (SRAMs), which are now facing the scal-
ing limit. Furthermore, since the DW-motion devices, like
other spintronics devices, require no power supply to retain
information and can be integrated in the back-end-of-line
process, their implementation into integrated circuits with
logic-in-memory architecture and power gating techniques
allows drastic reduction of data transfer delay and power
consumption originating from charge-discharge in the inter-
connection and leakage current in standby mode, which are
also urgent issues concerning recent electronics development.

Figure 3: (a) Simulation of domain wall moving by current
injection in terminal T1, the domain wall is moving to right
by the spin polarized electrons. (b) Compact model presents
good agreement with micromagnetic simulation for DW mo-
tion speed V as a function of current density jp [12]. (c). A
non-zero current inject to DW motion and obtains results in
a hysteresis in the DW switching characteristics [3, 8].

More practically, as shown in Figure. 2(b), a MTJ device
is laid on the top of DW with a fixed polarity magnetic
used to read the resistance. The moving of domain wall is
effected by magnitude, direction and duration of injection
current. To illustrate and validate such behavior, we have
conducted a domain wall moving simulation with the stan-
dard mumax3 software. Our obtained results, presented in
Figure. 3(a), clearly show the domain wall moving with dif-
ferent velocity by injecting different magnitudes of current
(1.5×1013A/m2 ) into the terminal T1. This simulation uti-
lizes the device parameters: damping coefficient α = 0.02,
uniaxial anisotropy constant Ku = 5.9 × 105J/m3, satura-
tion magnetization Ms = 6 × 105A/m, exchange stiffness
Aex = 1×1011, and polarization P = 1 [6]. The terminal T3
is used to read the position of domain wall according to MTJ
resistant. The resistant model of MTJ is based on supplied
voltage, tunnelling oxide thickness(tox), and angle of magne-
tization between free layer and pinned layer. The resistant
model of proposed domain wall device is described in [4, 5]
with R = A

B·x+C
, where A = RAAP · RAP · RADW , B =

(RAAP −RAP )RADW ·W , and C = RAP ·RADW ·W ·L+
(RAAP ·RAP−0.5RAP ·RADW−0.5RAAP ·RADW )W ·LDW .
According to these modelling equations, given the length of
free layer (100nm), width of free layer W , DW position x
(middle point), all MTJ resistances, RAAP , RADW , and
RAP can be readily computed. Therefore, the output volt-
age can be computed as a rational function of DW positions
(0 < x < 100 nm). Finally, Figure. 3(c) exhibits a hystere-
sis phenomenon found in the DW switching characteristics.
The Figure. 2 (c) shows the critical current simulation for
DW motion speed V as a function of current density j. The
domain wall velocity is equal to 0, when input current den-
sity is equal and less than current density j. This critical
current can be adjusted either by changing memristor mem-

ristances or by changing device width to. In this paper, we
employ different combination of input and NULL module
memristor to achieve hysteresis of NCL gate.

4 Spin-Based TTL Gate Implementation

Figure 4: (a) TH23 static NCL gates. (b) TH23 DWL NCL
gate.

A conventional NCL gate typically consists of four tran-
sistor sub-networks: SET, RESET, HOLD0, and HOLD1,
each of which incurs significant hardware usage. Further-
more, conventional NCL gates rely on parasitic capacitors
to keep state information and logic inverters to implement
feedback mechanisms. Unfortunately, these practices render
NCL gates quite vulnerable to leakage, noise, and charge
sharing problem. Finally, these feedback inverters can slow
down the gates due to the intrinsic switching contention in-
volved. Specifically, as shown in Figure. 4(a), the extra tran-
sistors to build HOLD0 and HOLD1 make NCL gates quite
expensive to build. It is obviously to see that large numbers
of transistor are used to keep delay-insensitive performance,
rather than “doing the real work”, in a conventional static
NCL gate.

In contrast, our spintronic-based NCL TH gate consumes
much less hardware to implement. To compare, in Fig-
ure. 4(c), we have drawn a side-by-side circuit diagram of
a CMOS-based and a spintronic-based TH23 gate, with their
component correspondence in red dashed lines. In our method,
domain wall NCL gate employs both memristors, whose con-
ductance can be precisely modulated by a charge or flux
through it, and domain wall motion devices to implement.
Specifically, the weighted currents can be generated through
programming different memristors by constants Vdd,

Vdd
mi,jd

.

The sum of analog current is obtained through connecting in
parallel of inputs based on Kirchhoff’s Current Law with I-V
resistor, which is implemented by a domain wall device. Fig-
ure. 4 (a) shows architecture of proposed DWL NCL gate.
The inputs binary are represented by V1, · · ·Vn with Vdd is
1 and GND is 0, receptively. The sum of input current is
depend on number of inputs is equal to 1. So that, the more
number of input is 1, the bigger sum of input current is ob-
tained to inject to domain wall logic device. The hysteresis
of NCL logic can be also implemented by domain wall device
through critical current and NULL module memristor.

However, transforming the standard Boolean-based NCL
circuit into a spintronic-based NCL circuit is not straightfor-
ward. On the contrary, different inputs memristances and
NULL module memristance have to be carefully computed
to ensure the correct NCL operation. Before diving into al-
gorithm details, we first introduce some default definitions
and values shown in step 1 − 8 in Algorithm 1. The given
Boolean NCL netlist G is input to the algorithm. The in-
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dex i, j indicates different NCL gates and different inputs of
an individual NCL gate. Moreover, a given value of Vdd is
used to generate different weighted current through mem-
ristor. Ti and wi,j are written by function of Thres(G)
and Weigh(G), which is used to read the logic threshold
and weight of individual NCL gate from given Boolean NCL
netlist. The calculated memristance of inputmi,j and NULL
module Mi are the outputs of Algorithm 1, which is con-
strained in range of mmin and mmax obtained from mem-
ristor device parameters. In our case, this range is between
100Ω to < 38000Ω. Finally, two domain wall device crit-
ical current densities, Jc, i1 and J2

c,i, are used to achieve
hysteresis of NCL based on the measurements of a DW
device [6]. The domain wall device critical current den-
sity J2

c,i = 6.2 × 1012A/m2 will cause domain wall mov-
ing with 20m/s velocity. On another side, current density
J1
c,i = 5.2 × 1012A/m2 will cause domain wall moving with

0m/s velocity. The critical current I1c,i and I2c,i can be cal-
culated by the injection area and critical current density.
In order to explain the algorithm clearly, we consider two
Boolean NCL gates TH23W2 and TH44 with function of
f = A+BC and f = ABCD, respectively. For boolean NCL
function f = A+BC, three inputs weights are (2,1,1) with
threshold is 2. Since the weights of each input are different
with each other, therefore, the algorithm from step 19− 27
are used. By given those conditions, the three input and
NULL module memristance values are calculated for func-
tion f = A + BC as follows, the sequence of memristance
A, B, C is m1,1,m1,2,m1,3. In general, four cases need to be
considered. In Case 1: Hysteresis-set 1, the sum of input cur-
rent needs to be smaller than the threshold, therefore, both
Vdd
m1,2

− Vdd
M1

< I1c,1 and Vdd
m1,3

− Vdd
M1

< I1c,1 have to be true. In

Case 2: Set 1, the sum of all input currents has to be larger
than the threshold value in order to move the domain wall,
therefore, both 2 · Vdd

m1,2
− Vdd

M1
> I2c,1 and Vdd

m1,1
− Vdd

M1
> I2c,1

have to be true. In Case 3: Hysteresis-set NULL, the sum of
input currents needs to be larger than the negative threshold
in order to not make domain wall moving back, therefore,
both Vdd

m1,2
− Vdd

M1
> −I1c,1 and Vdd

m1,1
− Vdd

M1
> −I1c,1 hold. Fi-

nally in Case 4: NULL, the sum of input currents needs to
be reset to be zero, thus making the domain wall moving
back to initial position, thus −Vdd

M1
< −I2c,1 is true.

The possible memristance of 3 different inputs and Null
module are given by equation above. with Vdd is equal to
0.3V The memristance of input A is mi,A = 608Ω, memris-
tance of input B is mi,B = 1209, memristance of input C is
m1,C = 1209Ω, memristance of Null module is Mi = 1209Ω,
receptively. For the TH44 gate f = ABCD, the method is
similar with above, the memristance of input A is mi,A =
2418Ω, memristance of input B is mi,B = 2418Ω, memris-
tance of input C is mi,C = 2418Ω, memristance of input D is
mi,D = 2418Ω, memristance of Null module is Mi = 1209Ω.

The algorithm is applying to 27 typical TH gate truth ta-
bles, in order to verify results. This algorithm shows that
the TH gate can be classified to 5 different groups accord-
ing to its threshold. The parameter of domain wall device
is based on paper [6]. According to the configuration of
this DW device, current density 6.2 × 1012A/m2 will cause
domain wall moving with 20m/s velocity, on the contract,
current density 5.2×1012A/m2 will cause domain wall mov-
ing with 0m/s velocity. The results of mapping Algorithm1
is shown in Figure. 1. There are 3 special NCL function,
which are not threshold gates. In order to use our method,

Algorithm 1: Calculating Stochastic weight and
threshold algorithm

Input : G-Boolean NCL netlist
Output: N -DWL NCL netlist

1 Vdd ← 0.3V

2 S ← 40nm2 // injection area of domain wall
3 Ti ← Thres(G) // read threshold of each node
4 wi,j ← Weigh(G) // read weight of each node

5 mmin ← 100Ω // set minimal memristance
6 mmax ← 38000Ω // set minimal memristance

7 Ic1i ← S · 5.2 × 1012A/m2 // set critical current density for DW velocity=0

8 Ic2i ← S · 6.2 × 1012A/m2 // set critical current density for DW velocity=20m/s

9 for i = 1 : N do

10 if wi,j = wi,1, · · · ,= wi,ni
then

11 minimize(mi,j=1:n) // find the minimal memristance of input j=1:n

12 subject to :

13 Ti ·
Vdd
mi,j

−
Vdd
Mi

> Ic2i // set 1

14 (Ti − wi,j) ·
Vdd
mi,j

−
Vdd
Mi

< Ic1i // hysteresis

15 −
Vdd
Mi

< −Ic2i // null

16
Vdd
mi,j

−
Vdd
Mi

> −Ic1i // hysteresis

17 mmin < mi,j,Mi < mmax // device constraint

18 else

19 wmin ← findmin(wi,j) // find the minimal boolean weight of input

j=1:n

20 mi,j=1:n ← mwmin
·

wi,j
wmin

// calculate memristance of each input

21 minimize(mwmin
) // find the minimal memristance of input j=1:n

22 subject to :

23 Ti ·
Vdd

mwmin
−

Vdd
Mi

> Ic2i // set 1

24 (Ti − wmin) ·
Vdd

mwmin
−

Vdd
Mi

< Ic1i // hysteresis

25 −
Vdd
Mi

< −Ic2i // null

26
Vdd

mwmin
−

Vdd
Mi

> −Ic1i // hysteresis

27 mmin < mi,j,Mi < mmax // device constraint

we decompose these gates to sub NCL gate.

NCL gate Boolean function Weight:Threshold Memristance Range(Ω)

TH12 A+B (1,1:1) mi,A,mi,B ∈ [100,Mi/2]; Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH13 A+B+C (1,1,1:1) mi,A,mi,B,mi,C ∈ [100,Mi/2]; Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH14 A+B+C+D (1,1,1:1) mi,A,mi,B,mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100,Mi/2]; Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH22 AB (1,1:2) mi,A,mi,B,Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH23 AB+AC+BC (1,1,1:2) mi,A,mi,B,mi,C,Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH23W2 A+BC (2,1,1:2) mi,A ∈ [100,Mi/2];mi,B,mi,C,Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH24 AB+AC+AD+BC+BD+CD (1,1,1,1:2) mi,A,mi,B,mi,C,mi,D,Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH24W2 A+BC+BD+CD (2,1,1,1:2) mi,A ∈ [100,Mi/2];mi,B,mi,C,mi,D,Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH24W22 A+B+CD (2,2,1,1:2) mi,A,mi,B ∈ [100,Mi/2];mi,C,mi,D,Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH33 ABC (1,1,1:3) mi,A,mi,B,mi,C ∈ [100, (2/3) ·Mi]; Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH33W2 AB+AC (2,1,1:3) mi,A ∈ [100, (3/4) ·Mi];mi,B,mi,C ∈ [100, (3/2) ·Mi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH34 ABC+ABD+ACD+BCD (1,1,1,1:3) mi,A,mi,B,mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100, (3/2) ·Mi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH34W2 AB+AC+AD+BCD (2,1,1,1:3) mi,A ∈ [100, (3/4) ·Mi];mi,B,mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100, (3/2) ·Mi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH34W3 A+BCD (3,1,1,1:3) mi,A ∈ [100,Mi/2];mi,B,mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100, (3/2) ·Mi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH34W22 AB+AC+AD+BC+BD (2,2,1,1:3) mi,A,mi,B ∈ [100, (2/3) ·Mi];mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100, (3/2) ·Mi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH34W32 A+BC+BD (3,2,1,1:3) mi,A ∈ [100,Mi/2];mi,B ∈ [100, (2/3) ·Mi]

mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100, (3/2) ·Mi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH44 ABCD (1,1,1,1:4) mi,A,mi,B,mi,C,mi,D =∈ [100, 2 ·Mi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH44W2 ABC+ABD+ACD (2,1,1,1:4) mi,A,Mi ∈ [100, 1209];mi,B,mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100, 2 ·Mi]

TH44W3 AB+AC+AD (3,1,1,1,4) mi,A ∈ [100, (2/3) ·Mi]; mi,B,mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100, 2 ·Mi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH44W22 AB+ACD+BCD (2,2,1,1:4) mi,A,mi,B,Mi ∈ [100, 1209];mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100, 2 ·Mi]

TH44W322 AB+AC+AD+BC (3,2,2,1:4) mi,A ∈ [100, (2/3) ·Mi]; mi,B,mi,C,Mi ∈ [100, 1209];mi,D ∈ [100, 2 ·Mi]

TH54W22 ABC+ABD (2,2,1,1:5) mi,A,mi,B ∈ [100, (5/4) ·Mi];mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100, (5/2) ·Mi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH54W32 AB+ACD (3,2,1,1:5) mi,A ∈ [100, (5/4) ·Mi],mi,B ∈ [100, (5/4) ·Mi]

mi,C,mi,D ∈ [100, (5/2) ·Mi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

TH54W322 AB+AC+BCD (3,2,2,1:5) mi,A ∈ [100, (5/6) ·Mi]; mi,B,mi,C ∈ [100, (5/4) ·Mi]

mi,D ∈ [100, (5/2)cdotMi];Mi ∈ [100, 1209]

Table 1: Mapping results of proposed Algorithm1 for 27
foundational NCL functions.

Symbol Description Value

α damping coefficient 0.02

Ku uniaxial anisotropy constant 0.59× 106J/m3

Xi Non-adiabaticity of spin-transfer 0.2

-torque anisotropy constant

Ms saturation magnetization 6× 105A/m

P polarization 0.6

Aex exchanges stiffness 1.1× 1011J/m

Table 2: Device simulation used in simulation of TH44 gate.

To validate our NCL scheme, we have simulated our pro-
posed DWL architecture for a single TH44 gate with the
software mumax3 with its parameters determined by Algo-
rithm 1 and shown in Figure. 2. When the sum of input
current which is less or equal to critical current may not
cause any movement of domain. At the time of 4 inputs
are high, the sum of current is larger than critical current
and move domain move to right terminal. Therefore, the
different combinations of inputs can make domain wall mov-
ing or stepping. The simulation of TH44 gate is shown
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Figure 5: Simulation of proposed TH44 gate through domain
wall logic device.

in Figure. 5. The number of inputs is increasing sequen-
tially to test hysteresis. Before the four inputs are all ones,
the different combinations of input are shown in Figure. 5,
A = 0, B = 0, C = 0, D = 0, A = 0, B = 0, C = 0, D = 1,
A = 0, B = 0, C = 1, D = 1, , A = 0, B = 1, C = 1, D = 1.
At those cases, domain wall is stepped since the sum of in-
put current and NULL module current are not larger than
critical current. While the four inputs are all active, the
sum of input current and NULL module current is larger
than critical current and making domain wall moving. Af-
ter the domain wall is moving to specific position at time
duration of all input currents are ones, the number of in-
puts current is decreasing. At those cases, the domain wall
is not moving back to initial position, since inverse current
is not larger than resetting critical current, domain wall is
still stepped at its current position. At the time of all in-
puts are zeros, the sum of input currents and Null module
current is larger than resetting critical current, and pushing
domain wall back to its original position. The simulation
is shown in Figure. 5. From the simulation, hysteresis of
NCL logic is implemented through domain wall hysteresis
by using different memristance.

5 Spin-Based Dual-Rail NCL Circuits
Figure. 6(1.a) illustrates our architecture of a DWL-based

dual-rail NCL. The two adjacent domain wall devices with
same resistance are connected with a shared terminal in-
jected by a NULL module current. The two other terminals
are injected by different current sums of inputs combina-
tions. Usually, one side is injected by current sum of D0,
another side is injected by current sum of D1. The resis-
tance of vertical write-current path for left Rl and Rr right
side domain wall are same and given by the device measure-
ments. To clearly explain its operation, we also depicted
its equivalent analog circuit model as shown in Figure. 6
(1.b), (1.c), (1.d). In Figure. 6(1.b), the NULL case hap-
pens with two input combinations: the inputs are all zero,
V 0
sum = 0 and V 1

sum = 0, Vnull is larger, thus, the two cur-
rents with opposite direction are created. If we set current
direction from NULL to input terminal in positive direction,
the combinations of sum of input currents and the NULL

Figure 6: (1.a) DWL-based dual-rail NCL implementation,
the two dual rail bits can be implemented through two do-
main wall device which is separated by a shared terminal.
(1.b) The equivalence analog circuit of proposed DWL duail
rail architecture in NULL case. (1.c) The equivalence analog
circuit of proposed DWL duail rail architecture in DATA 1
case. (1.d) The equivalence analog circuit of proposed DWL
duail rail architecture in DATA0 case. (2) CMOS duail rail
NCL architecture of one bit full adder. (3) DWL duail rail
NCL architecture of one bit full adder, the NPN amplifier is
used to increase output current of DW device.

module current will be smaller than the negative critical
current, therefore, the domain wall will move back to its ini-
tial positions. In Figure. 6(1.c), the input vector V 0

0 · · ·V 0
n

has smaller voltages than the NULL module supplied volt-
age Vnull, therefore, the domain wall device for input Vsum0
is not moving. On the other side, the input vector V 1

0 · V 1
n

has higher voltages than the NULL module supplied voltage
Vnull, therefore, the domain wall device for input Vsum1 will
move. Finally in Figure. 6(1.d), the input vector V 0

0 · · ·V 0
n

has a higher voltage than the NULL module supplied volt-
age Vnull, therefore, the domain wall device for input Vsum0
will move. On the other side, the input vector V 1

0 · · ·V 1
n has

a smaller voltage than the NULL module supplied voltage
Vnull, therefore, the domain wall device for input Vsum1 will
not move.

To further exam our proposed DWL-based dual-rail logic,
one-bit NCL full adder is implemented. In Figure. 6 (2), this
one-bit full adder employs double TH23 and TH34W2 gate
to implement DATA0 and DATA1. The schematic of one
bit full adder is shown in Figure. 6 (2), where X and Y are
input addends and C is carry input. The optimized circuit
is obtained through TCR method 2 [11], and the carry out
is given by C0

o = X0Y 0 + C0X0 + C0Y 0, C1
o = X1Y 1 +

C1X1+C1Y 1, S0 = X0Co
1 +C1

oY
0+C1

oC
0+X0Y 0C0, and

S1 = X1Co
0 +C0

oY
1 +C0

oC
1 +X1Y 1C1. Therefore, the one

bit full adder can be implemented through four TH NCL
gates, TH34W2 and TH23 gates. Although, the paper [11]
try to reduce transistor size by TCR optimization, the area
and power consumption are still significant. In contrast,
Figure. 6(3) shows our proposed DWL-based NCL imple-
mentation. The two TH23 NCL gates are implemented by
two domain wall devices connected through a shared termi-
nal and similarly to TH34W2 gate. The operation of DWL
for dual rail architecture is as same as previous proposed
single static DWL NCL gate.

6 Performance Comparison and Analysis
In this section, we compare the performance between the

conventional and our proposed DWL NCL circuit for 1-bit,
4-bit, 8-bit, 16-bit, 32-bit full adders. The conventional NCL
full adder follows the previous architecture presented. The
circuit is implemented and simulated using IBM SOI1250
45nm CMOS process standard cell library. The simulation
is using nominal power supply voltage of 0.92V , tempera-
ture 27C, and capacitive load of 10fF. The proposed DWL is
using the parameter in Figure. 2. In Figure. 7(a), we com-
pare their delay performance. Our proposed DWL-based
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Figure 7: (a). Delay measurement of NCL full adder with increasing bits. (b). Energy measurement in log scale of NCL full
adder with increasing bits.(c). Area measurement in log scale of NCL full adder with increasing bits.

adder has a slightly higher delay than its CMOS counter-
part, mainly because the velocity of its DW moving is only
around 20m/s. This limitation can be mitigated by adjust-
ing device thresholds to create larger writing current. In
our case, we use only Jc2i = 6.2 × 1012A/m2 in order to
achieve higher energy efficiency. Since the full adder is fully
pipelined, its delay does not increase with bit width. In
Figure. 7(b), we also compared the energy consumption of
these two different implementations. Our proposed NCL cir-
cuit is running under very low operation current, only few
μW for memristors, 0.15μW for sensing unit and a few μW
fro DW device. The Figure. 7(b) shows its power saving in
log scale. On average, our proposed DWL full adder can
achieve about 20 times energy saving for a 32bit full adder.
Finally in Figure. 7(c), we compare the chip layout area
between the CMOS-based NCL and DWL-based NCL full
adders. By using 3D structure for our proposed dual-rail
DWL-based NCL full adder, the area of our proposed full
adder is only about 1/8 of the size of CMOS version.

7 Conclusion
Implemented with the CMOS device technology, many in-

novative logic circuit design methodologies, such as thresh-
old logic and NCL, prove to be difficult for wide adoption
due to their high costs. Fortunately, emerging spintronic de-
vices present ample opportunities to innovate in logic circuit
design. This work a first step towards this direction. One
valuable lessor we learned from this study is that the key
to the success in using emerging devices for logic circuits
is how to natively exploit the inherent physical property of
these emerging devices, instead merely treating them simply
as some “super” switches to replace CMOS transistors.
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